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LIFESTYLER

Janet Shepherd, owner of Janet Shepherd Designs, has years of 
experience in the lifestyle/design field creating individual           
personal services for many satisfied clients.  She works in most  
aspects of life including home, fashion, entertaining and dating.  

Janet has made appearances on ABC 7 TV and WGN Morning 
Television as well as featured in Today’s Chicago Woman      
Magazine, Skyline and the Free Press. 

A Chicagoan who has a unique gift for understanding the dating 
scene in today’s society,  Janet helps men and woman who are not 
Millenials, navigate the waters of dating later in life.  While  
working with others and through her own experiences,  she has 
noticed a trend showing that men who understand women have 
a much higher success rate in relationships overall.   

By penning this e-book, her goal is to help foster the success of 
men finding meaningful relationships they can value.  

To contact Janet for direct consultation and advice, visit her  
website at www.janetshepherddesigns.com.
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Sure, we have all met some women who 
seem to be more complicated than 
Chinese algebra. However, as even the 
famous Oscar Wilde remarked: Women 

are meant to be loved, not understood.

Men tend to misunderstand women 
because they project their own       
qualities onto them.  It can be 
confusing when someone doesn’t fit 
into a mold you’ve created in your 
mind.  But once you step outside 
yourself and see women as THEY are, 
and not as you think they should be, 
the vision becomes clearer.  

Chapter One
The Basics
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It Matters How She Feels

A woman’s honesty to herself is unparalleled, because 
her self-esteem is rooted where it should be... in herself. 

You can call her beautiful or sexy or gorgeous every     
single day, but if she doesn’t feel it, it won’t get through 
to her. 

You need to make her feel all of these things, and more. 
In fact, what you don’t say usually matters more than 
what you do say. As the saying goes, actions speak louder 
than words.

Only 4% of women around the 
world consider themselves beautiful.

So many people are shut up tight inside themselves like boxes, yet they would open up, unfolding quite 
wonderfully, if only you were interested in them."
- Sylvia Plath



Logic vs. Emotion

The theory is men work on logic and women work on emotion.  
Fair point.  

This is not to say that women are illogical. They use logic in    
everyday situations. Often women's thoughts and ideas are better 
articulated than their male counterparts. 

The point is that a woman’s emotions do influence her actions 
more than a man’s would for him.

Society teaches men to hide their feelings so they don’t             
acknowledge them as much.  Thus, they don’t act on them as 
women do.

It is often seen as negative for a man to be in touch with his 
‘feminine side’.  When people say this, they’re typically referring 
to someone who is more in touch with his own emotions. 
Women naturally gravitate closer to men like this, because they 
feel they will be better understood.

Men….. do try to Embrace Your 'Feminine Side'.

Women Don’t Compartmentalize

If a man has a bad day at work he can come home and give his 
woman a kiss, pour himself a drink and unwind.  He can block 
out the stress until the next day assuming his work doesn’t come 
home with him.

If a woman has a bad day, it will affect her mood, and her          
interactions.  This is exactly the time to shut up and not tell her 
to ‘get over it’.  To her, a bad day IS a big deal so try be more    
understanding and comforting….. she will feel better.

What women want isn’t that complicated.

It’s always a mystery what women want in a relationship… or is 
it?

Believe it or not, gentlemen...women are humans too. This 
means they crave the same things that you do, deep down, but 
probably won’t admit.

Women want to be loved, respected, trusted, and adored. They 
want you to listen, at least make an attempt to understand, and 
help where you can. They’re not nearly as complicated as you 
think — so don’t make it worse than it is.
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Chapter TwoTo find a “put-together” 

woman, you need to BE a 

“put-together” man.

 

Get Clean
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Clean Your Inner-Self

% After divorce, death of a spouse or separation, it is       
important to take time to learn who you are without a 
partner before you begin a search for a new one.  Taking 
time is crucial for healing. You must work on your inner 
self to gain perspective on who you are outside of a 
long-term relationship. Therapy is your friend…. so 
don't shy away from it. Finding someone to listen and 
share your feelings with who you respect such as a   
therapist will be extremely effective in the long term. 
 There will be many adjustments.  Don’t rush into     
dating even if you are lonely. You need some time to get 
used to your new life and what you really want moving 
forward.  

Every man should have a magnifying mirror.  If you look good magnified, you’re good to go.
- Tom Ford



Clean Your Outer-Self

% Shave.  Shower.  Visit the barber.  Invest in a clean, fresh 
scent aftershave or cologne that doesn’t knock out the 
room.  Clean your fingernails and don’t forget behind 
your ears.  A clean man is the sexiest thing to women. 
Don’t schedule a date and come running from the gym.  
Show that you care enough about her to care enough 
about your appearance.  

Clean Your House

% It is important to present your home/sanctuary in the 
best way possible when you start the dating process.

% Your home is a reflection of who you are and the stage 
of the journey you are operating in. Your home will        
reflect how you feel about yourself.  

A cluttered home is a cluttered mind.  

Unpacked boxes everywhere from a move indicate you 
are NOT moving on. 

Clean Your Calendar

Find hobbies and maybe put together a bucket list that 
you put off for years while raising your children. Now that 
you have time, you can find things that make you curious 
and stimulate your mind as a newly single person.      
Schedule time to figure yourself out and get better         
acquainted with the new you! 

You can surprise yourself with what you learn once you 
start exploring who you are. Some things you find may be 
difficult to accept and some may have just been             
suppressed.   
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A man can be short and dumpy and 
getting bald but if he has fire, 

women will like him.
-Mae West



Chapter Three
‣ 40 million Americans use dating 

sites to try and find a mate.
‣ 44% = Americans that are        

SINGLE.
‣ Washington DC has the highest 

rate of singles in the country.
‣ ONE HOUR = average amount of 

time it takes to make a first         
impression on a woman.

‣ Men find relationships at a bar 2% 
of the time.

‣ 53% of the population agree that 
great smiles are the most             
important feature.

        

Ready to Date
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It takes approximately 
12 dating hours 

for a woman to know if they are 
serious about a man.

I've been on so many blind dates, I should get a free dog.
- Wendy Liebman


Internet Dating; The New Way To Meet Your 
Match?

Take it from me you are now entering a new way of       
dating that will absolutely blow your mind!  You will  
come across situations and people which are very much           
unexpected.  You will learn the good, the bad, and the 
ugly, about meeting someone new.  The Internet also      
provides more opportunities to meet many women.  
Maybe you can give someone a chance by actually asking 
them out on a real date versus just a ‘meet and greet’  
even though there are a lot of fish in the sea.

Remember to pay close attention to a profile and its     
contents while using on-line dating.  Make sure the       
pictures are current and the profile picture matches the 
description of the person in the profile.  There are       
people out their called “CATFISH” who spend their      
entire day looking for people to scam.



Some may start communicating with you and they are young kids 
in foreign countries assigned to find vulnerable people.  Yes, this 
is a fact. Sad but true.  In the United States, Catfish are looking 
for WIDOWERS to target and those they think may have a net 
worth based on your profile contents and how you present     
yourself.  

Just because her profile picture has a pretty face DOES NOT 
mean that is the person you are actually communicating with.  
Be your own detective.  If it is smells like a rat it usually is.  Your 
instincts are correct. Pay attention to email addresses.  They are 
a big give away as to whether the profile is fake or the real thing.   
For example:  Georgeatyahoo.com or Georgeataol.com do not 
use the ampersand sign (@).

A big give away of a fake profile is questionable sentence       
structure.  Poor grammar and punctuation are tell-tale signs. 
NEVER send money to a stranger or give out personal              
information such as address or phone number without vetting 
this profile content thoroughly to make sure it seems legitimate.  
If the person refuses to meet you and stalls or has MANY        
excuses why they can’t meet… consider it a fake profile.  Anyone 
who contacts you outside of the U.S. that is a “RED FLAG”.  
Why would someone want to have a relationship from afar other 
than to scam you?   Move on….and run as fast as you can.  

The Dating Drive By aka The Meet & Greet

You meet for a cup of coffee or a drink, get to know each other 
and leave. If the connection is there….. great. If not, use good 

judgement in your escape route. If there is no connection then 
say so.  It is that simple.

The most important rule to remember is that the first meeting is 
most critical.  You have to take the time to put yourself together. 
Women make an effort... so can you. Don’t show up like you just 
rolled out of bed or put on a pair of wrinkled jeans and a 
T-Shirt.  You can still be casual but show effort because you 
want the “lady” to show effort as well. It works both ways. You 
only have one first impression. Make it a good one.

Maybe set up an actual date to get to know someone better if 
you like them. Remember it is just a meet and greet to see if 
there is any chemistry. Be nice. If the person is not your type you 
can easily figure out an exit strategy.  

 “I have an appointment in 20 minutes.  I have to leave shortly.”

“It was really nice to meet you.”

“I don’t feel there is a connection or “Match” good luck in your search.”
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Rejection

Don’t leave women hanging or wondering what you’re thinking 
after the meet and greet. The reality is…. we all face rejection at 
some point.  You have to build strength in character and believe 
me it is NOT easy.  Be honest and tell the truth so you don’t 
leave the lady wondering.  It’s that simple guys. “Women can 

handle the truth.”  

I know trust me.  We've all been rejected probably more than we 
will admit. I know how much it sucks and how hard it is to put 
all of that risk on the table when approaching a woman. But you 
must do it!

Are you waiting for her to make the first move? Stop.

A woman’s desire is to be desired.  Every societal norm whether 
you agree with it or not, is to be pursued.  So pursue her.  If you 
are interested let her know. But keep it slow-paced and subtle 
without coming on too strong.  You may get rejected but at least 
you tried. If she keeps avoiding your phone calls or text messages 
without a response then move on.  If you get too frustrated and 
it seems like it is too much to bear, STOP PURSUING HER. 
That is your answer.  She is NOT interested. Unfortunately, the 
dating dance can be difficult with many trips and miss-steps.    
Ultimately you will get it right and the rhythm will keep you    
going until you become like Fred and Ginger make your own 
dance!  
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Honesty
Men, you are not ready to move on and seriously date until you have had time to be alone and be content 
with yourself!

What I mean by this is in order to be successful in dating you have to make sure you are honest about what 
you are looking for.  Take your time after a divorce or grieving before jumping into the deep end of the 
dating pool. This is serious because you are dealing with human emotion and in dating, emotions run 
rampant. 

You don’t want to mislead anyone so be clear with your intent. If you want to date and enjoy the company 
of many different women then reveal your intentions UP FRONT.  This way everything is clear and 
succinct.  No second guessing what is going on.  This goes both ways for men and women too.

I think many women get confused trying to read a man’s mind.  This way there is no confusion.  
You are dating women and enjoy the company of as many as you can handle at one time.  In the dating 
world after divorce or grieving there is a term called a “transition person.”  This person is probably not 
going be in your life for the long haul.  They are the first person you get involved with after divorce or 
grieving.  Tread lightly….very often these relationships do not last… so be very aware.  Again emotions and 
feelings can get lost because you are very vulnerable at this time right after a divorce is final. The attention 
of someone new is very enticing however, your hormones are racing and your two brains are working at the 
same time.  So take your time and most important be aware of the other persons feelings.  If you want to 
hook up then state that so there is no confusion as to what this really is…..a mere hook up! NO ONE gets 
hurt because the facts are on the table.  Honesty is best!  



Chapter FourDating & STD’s… it’s awkward, 
sure but you HAVE to ask the 
awkward questions.  When it is 
time to hook up you don’t want to 
be caught off guard.  One of the 
main STD culprits out there is the 
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) 
which is highly contagious and 
running rampant in the dating 
world so it can’t be ignored any 
longer!

You Don’t Want to Talk About 
It... But You MUST
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What is HPV?

Human Papillomavirus is a group of more than 150       
related viruses. Each HPV virus in this large group is 
given a number which is called its HPV type. HPV is 
named for the warts (papillomas) some HPV types can 
cause. Some other HPV types can lead to cancer,           
especially cervical cancer. There are more than 40 HPV 
types that can infect the genital areas of males and       
females. But there are vaccines that can prevent            
infection with the most common types of HPV.

HPV is so common that nearly all sexually 

active men and women get the virus at 

some point in their lives.

These data suggest that, when possible, a patient with a normal cytology and initial positive HPV test result should be managed with watchful waiting 
because a 12-month follow-up can safely exclude more than 50% of  infections as transient.
- Ana Cecilia Rodriguez, M.D., Division of Cancer Epidemiology and Genetics, National Cancer Institute 



You can get HPV by having vaginal, anal, or oral sex with      
someone who has the virus. It is most commonly spread during 
vaginal or anal sex. HPV can be passed even when an infected 
person has no signs or symptoms.

Anyone who is sexually active can get HPV, even if you have had 
sex with only one person. You also can develop symptoms years 
after you have sex with someone who is infected making it hard 
to know when you first became infected.

You can get HPV from sexual contact and never know you have 
it.  You must ask a partner if they’ve had a “recent” Pap Smear       
because there is NO TESTING FOR MEN and only women 
can be detected.  Ask to see medical records.  Unfortunately   
people are deceitful and will lie about medical information. 
Therefore you can pass it from one partner to another without 
knowing it!  

USE A CONDOM.  Very important that both partners are 
aware of HPV.  It is in epidemic proportions these days! 

Do NOT be dismissive of this information just because your   
hormones are racing and the two of you are extremely attracted 
to each other. Ask your Internist or Urologist these questions  
before you become sexually active. It is very important to know 
the facts about HPV before you start having sexual relations 
with anyone!
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Click These   

Helpful Links:

• HPV and Men - Fact Sheet 
• Which cancers are caused by 
HPV?

• HPV Symptoms and Tests
• HPV Vaccine

http://www.cdc.gov/std/hpv/stdfact-hpv-and-men.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/std/hpv/stdfact-hpv-and-men.htm
http://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/infectious-agents/hpv-fact-sheet#q2
http://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/infectious-agents/hpv-fact-sheet#q2
http://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/infectious-agents/hpv-fact-sheet#q2
http://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/risk/infectious-agents/hpv-fact-sheet#q2
http://www.webmd.com/sexual-conditions/hpv-genital-warts/hpv-symptoms-tests
http://www.webmd.com/sexual-conditions/hpv-genital-warts/hpv-symptoms-tests
http://www.vaccines.gov/diseases/hpv/
http://www.vaccines.gov/diseases/hpv/


Chapter Five
Fellas, there's no doubt that trying to 
figure out what women really want can 
seem like a pretty daunting task. But if 
we're being honest, it actually really 
isn't that HARD once you get to know 
the telltale signs. 

If you're really serious about scoring 
that first and second date, you may 
want to follow these surefire 
points. Seriously, these tips will turn 
you into a bona fide Dating Expert!
 

Final Take-Aways on 
Understanding Women & Dating



1. It Is All About Presence.

It really doesn't matter if you are NOT James Bond or Daniel 
Craig... you can still become a lady magnet!  Stop being afraid of 
approaching a woman that you are interested in.  After all, what 
do you have to lose?  If you really think about it, you have     
EVERYTHING to gain so take a risk and just go for it!

2. Be Confident!

Women are attracted to men who are conscious of the dynamics 
of their personality. Confident men are irresistible! Being self   
assured can take you far.  You just have to remember to shake off 
your nerves and put your best foot forward.

3.Listen!

You need to actually LISTEN when she speaks - so stop            
interrupting!

This may sound mundane but it's so, so true. You have to listen 
to women in a way that lets them know you actually heard them. 
Don't interrupt and be an active listener. Instead of                  
automatically jumping in, rephrase what you just heard.

4. Stop Moaning About Your Life!

Guys, this may be one of the most important points.  Give up 
whining and moaning about your life and women. Instead, think 
about all of the positive things going on in your life. She will    
definitely respond to that softer (and less negative) side of you.  
Remember, every woman you meet teaches you something to 

eventually help you find your PERFECT MATCH. This goes for 
women too.  Stop whining ... it is not a respectable trait.

5. Put Yourself Out There.

Go for what you want and when you think you have tried it all, 
try something else. You have to learn to live outside your        
comfort zone long enough to produce results.

6. What You Wear Makes a Huge Difference.

Even though your looks are subjective based on the person       
vetting you…How you dress yourself IS important. Trust that 
she'll be super impressed once she sees the amount of effort that 
you put into your everyday look. So don't forget to dress with 
some style or YOUR original flair!  Casual is okay.  Don’t look 
like you just rolled out of bed. Otherwise, find a wardrobe stylist 
to help you put yourself together. 

That goes for your car as well…..nothing worse than picking up 
your date and your mode of transportation is filthy.  Go to a car 
wash and have it cleaned inside and out!  Remember, you have 
one first impression.

7. Sexy – Well Groomed and Updated Totally Counts! 

Bald can be sexy too….if you have facial hair make sure it is well 
groomed.   If you have hair update your style. If you don't have a 
clue on what to do to get the ladies swooning, consult a             
hairdresser to create a new and improved look. Change is good.  
Remember you are starting over. Ask your guy friends who cuts 
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their hair.  You can keep it classic but keep it clean cut or      
whatever expresses the real you.

8. Turn On Your Sex Appeal.

Giving off signs that you're super interested in your date is a    
major turn on.  Body language is one of the easiest ways to up 
your dating game. So be sure to shower her in sexy but            
mysterious smirks, and I guarantee that she'll come back for 
more.  Remember to be confident and just be you.

9. Personal Hygiene Is A Must.

We can't stress this enough. Making an effort to groom yourself 
can go a long way to scoring that hot date. In fact, grooming may 
be a tad more important than your outfit. Shower and shave 
guys. 

10. Show off Your Pearly Whites!

There's nothing sexier than a man with a killer smile. You can 
use a teeth whitener to help your pearly whites look their best. 
Also, remember to floss!  Brush your teeth and tongue guys    
before a date.  You want that fresh smelling breath if you are 
lucky enough to get a kiss.  

Go to a dentist if your teeth need some refreshing.  Today with 
INVISALIGN for crooked teeth you can look 10-15 years 
younger with a great smile.

11. Having Clean Manicured Hands Is Sexy.

Despite popular belief, manicures aren't only for women. Having 
clean hands is a serious turn on.  Manicures are a perfect way to 
reflect that you made an effort.  However, you can achieve this 
on your own as well.

12. Attend A Flirty Seminar.

If you're not confident in your own flirting skills, you can          
either hire a coach (yes, they exist!) or go out with a friend whose 
flirting skills are pretty impressive. Get your flirt on!

13. Give Up Those Rude or Corny Pick Up Lines.

Just...stop. No one wants to snag a guy who can only resort to   
using sarcastic, not to mention sexist lines. There's a reason why 
they never work.

15. Sense of Humor Is Very Attractive to Women.

It's a known fact: Make a woman laugh and she will love you     
forever. Develop a more active sense of humor if you tend to be 
too serious, or quiet or shy.  Humor is one of the most attractive 
traits for a woman.

16. No One Cares About Your Money…. Don’t Brag!

It truly doesn't matter how much money you make, whether or 
not you're overweight, walk with a limp or are going bald. Many 
wonderful women would love to have you in their lives.  DO 
NOT BRAG about what you have.  It is a TURN OFF!
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17. Just Be Yourself.

At the end of the day, if someone is right for you, she's going to 
be attracted to the REAL YOU. And if not, you'll find someone 
who is. So just be yourself and worry about the rest later.
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